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The Freshwater Fisheries of Ceylon 
c. H. FERN.AND01 .AND H. H. A. INDR.ASEN.A2 
INTRODUCTION 
THERE is no comprehensive account of the fresh·water fisheries of Ceylon. The present paper is an 
attempt at such a treatment. Our task has been somewhat simplified by the paucity of previous 
work but on the other hand data relevant to the subject is scattered and not easily available in the 
usual abstracting journals. This paper is based on a collection of data over the last fifteen years 
while associated with the Fisheries Depa.rtment and information gathered from other agencies 
concerned with water resources in Ceylon. The authors have added their own work during this 
period both published and unpublished. 
The introduction of :Pilapict mossambica Peters into natural waters in Ceylon in HJ51 and its 
subsequent rapid spread and dominance of the fish catches has had a profound impact on all aspects 
of freshwater fisheries. The tremendous increase in fish production has been accompanied by changes 
in fishing methods and improved utilization. On the basis of the experience ·with the introduction of 
this species other species have been considered for introduction. The expansion of the freshwater 
area by the construction of irrigation a.nd hydro electric reservoirs has increased the fish production 
potential considerably during the last fifteen years. The evident paucity of lake species first pointed 
out by Fernando (1965a) has indicated the reasons for low fish production before the advent of Tilapia 
mossambica. In the present paper this idea is developed further to cover specific types of habitats. 
The present work is also intended as a review of fishery practices in Ceylon's freshwaters. Such a 
review, we hope, will, when taken together with the new data and conclusions of this study, enable 
more efficient planning and use of freshwater fishery resources in the future. 
Most of the data available to the authors has been from the Polonnaruwa area, namely Parak-
rama Samudra and Minneriya tanks and Senanayake Samudra in the Gal-Oya Valley. Studies have 
also been made on Tilapia mossamb1:ca. beca.use of its great importance to the fisheries in general. 
PREVIOUS WORK 
'rhe earliest mention of any type of freshwater fisheries in Ceylon is that of Knox (1681). 
His remarks although those of a layman indicate clearly that freshwater fisheries were not considered 
of any economic importance. He mentions that fishing was done by" boys". Willey (1910) made a 
detailed study of a primitive form of fish culture practiced in the Hanwella area. In a series of reports 
by foreign experts on fisheries development in Ceylon, passing mention is made of freshwater fisheries 
by Hickling (1951) and Kestevan (1951). Popular accounts on the freshwater fisheries are those of 
Szechowycsz (1959, 1961) and Fernando (1961'). Schuster (1951) and Anon (1962), the latter based 
on the work of Dr. S. W. Ling dealt at grea.ter length with freshwater fisheries. Fernando (1965) 
discussed the remarks of Willey (1910), Amirthalingam (1949) and Schuster (1951) that the fresh-
water fish fauna of Ceylon was deficient in " desirable " herbivorous species. Fernando (1965a) 
offered an explanation for this apparent deficiency. Historical factors, according to hirni made 
recruits of fish species for tanks from a fauna lacking typical lake species. Papers which deal directly 
with fisheries in the last ten years are those of Fernando and Fernando (1964), Indrasena and Ellepola 
(1964), Indrasena (1964, 1965a 1965b), Mendis (1964, 1965), Ellepola and Fernando (1966), Indrasena 
and De Silva (1964), Fernando (1967) and Fernando and Ellepola (1969). A number of papers on 
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systematics and ecology of the freshwater fauna ha.ve been published in recent years. These include 
works on taxonomy, limnology, distribution, food habits and parasites. All these have been listed in 
Mendis a.nd Fernando (1962) and Fernando (1963, 1964 and 1969). The defensive spines of fresh-
water fishes were studied by Fernando a.nd Fernando (1960). 
Side by side with these scientific and semi-scientific publications there has been a gradual 
growth, by no means sustained at a high level however, of interest in freshwater fisheries. Comments 
and recommendations with some statistics of fish catches are found in the Annual Administration 
Reports of the Department of Fisheries from Malpas (1935) onwards. A separate section of this 
report was devoted to freshwater fisheries and more detailed statistics were provided in later years. 
Fisheries "stations" were established in a number of localities (Fig. 1). Fish hatcheries were esta-
blished in Namhenpitiya (Colombo), Polonnarmva and Inginiyaga.Ia: Besides, fisheries inspectors 
~were posted at Kurunegala, 1\!Iahfl, Illupuluma, lVIinipe, Watupitiwela, Elahara, Rat.napura and 
Anuradhapura. Only Polonnaruwa has survived as a viable station. Some extention work is also 
carried on in the Gal-Oya valley by persom1el of the Gal-Oya Development Board (River Valleys 
Development Board). Perhaps we should mention if only in passing the fish hatchery at Nuwara 
Eliya where trout for stocking up-country streams a.re raised. 
GENERAL REMARKS ON FRESHWATER HABITATS 
Ceylon has an area of 25,332 square miles and is reputed to have over 10,000 ancient irrigation 
reservoirs popularly called tanks (Abewickrema 1956, Anon 1955). Sixteen major rivers drain 103 
river basins. The major rivers originate in the Central Highlands located in the Southern portion 
and flow in a more or less radial fashion through the low country. Some of the rivers produce shallow 
flood plains in their lower reaches. These may be very short lived lasting only during the floods or 
they may be permanent as in the lower reaches of the Mahaweli ganga. These latter flood plains are 
referred to as villus and may have a permanent cmmection with the river (e.g., Karapala villu) or 
could be formed as a lake isolated from the river when the flood wa.ters recede (e.g., Bandiya villu). 
Many ponds a.re left by the receding flood ~wa.ters a.nd rivers themselves may be reduced to a series 
of ponds during the dry season. 
Tanks constitute by far the largest area of permanent standing water. They va.ry in size from 
a few acres to 25 square miles (Senanayake Samudra). They comprise ancient irrigation reservoirs 
often restored a.nd expanded in recent years, new reservoirs built for irrigation and some especially 
in the up-country mainly designed for the generation of hydro-electric power. Many of the tanlrs are 
subject to considerable changes in water levels but these changes are gradual during the year as water 
for irrigation is dra\Vll or drought prevents the replenishment of water used for hydro-electric plants. 
The surface area.s of tanks is often given at F.S.L. (Fully Supply Level) but this level ma.y be 
maintained for only a. few months in any year. 
The extent of development of new multipurpose water conservation schemes is shown for the 
whole ish.l;nd (Fig. 2) and two river basins namely Mahaweli ganga and the Gal-Oya valley (Figs. 3-4). 
The la.st named has been completed adding 43,000 a.cres of tank surface and many miles of channels. 
The 1\!Iaha.weli scheme which involves a much larger area of land. will add a considerable acreage of 
water in the form of tanks. Three other river basin development projects namely the Ded.uru Oya, 
Ucla Walawe a.nd Kelani Ganga schemes, will together with the Mahaweli and Gal-Oya projects 
encompass the whole island. When completed these projects will add a vast area of freshwater 
habitats in the form of tanks, irrigation channels, ponds and paddy fields. The impact of these 
developments on the fisheries potential will be to enhance it considerably. Planning and research are 
urgently needed if good use is to be ma.de of this potential .. 
Because of their extent pa.ddy fields constitute an important type of freshwater habitat. Their 
temporary nature for fish habitation lwwever somewhat limits their potential. They serve a.s 
nurseries for many species of fish and might under suitable conditions be used for fish culture. 
LIMNOLOGY 
The major geological fea.tures of Ceylon a,re briefly as follows. The Isla.nd is composed almost 
entirely pf crystaJline rocks of the Pre-Cambrian nge. This i::; overlain by :Miocene limestone in tlH~ 
extreme North. rrhere is a small are1:1, of Jmassic beds in the Puttalam area (Adan+s 1929). ~Water 
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chemistry is largely the product of the geological :-;truuture. Sirimanne (1953) provides extensive 
data on water analysis from a.ll parts of the island. It is evident that in most areas the water is 
neutral or slightly a.lkaline with low to moderate amounts of dissolved solids. In the Western and 
Sabaragamuwa provinces the water is sometimes slightly to moderately acidic. In the coastal areas 
due to seepage from the sea considerable chloride concentrations are often encountered. Salt water 
may penetrate deeper inland in low-lying a.reas. Blackwa.ter is not common but does occur in small 
pockets. The authors have noted it in the Na.ttandiya area (North Western Province) and the coastal 
parts of the Southern province. Menclis (I965) found darker water in some of the lakes ofthe Southern 
province. He found neutral to slightly alkaline 1vaters in lakes in the Northern, North Central, 
North Western, Southern and Eastern provinces. Giesler (I967) found slightly acid waters in the 
localities he sampled in the Southern, Sabaragamuwa and Western provinces. · 
Some data on the morphometry of reservoirs (tanks) is available in the Administration Reports 
of the Director of Irrigation (e.g., Gunasekera I960). The features given are water capacity, depth 
at sluice, surfa,ce area and capacity at full supply level (F.S.L.). Most tanks have a considerable 
"dead storage" which cannot be drained via the sluice. Depth contours ha.ve not been mapped for 
the vast majority ttlthough these could be arrived a.t in recently constructed reservoirs with a fair 
degree of accuracy from survey maps prior to impoundment. The depth contours are available for 
Parakra.ma Samudra and diagramatic cross sections of the lake can be made (Fig. 5). Fernando 
and Ellepola (I969) have given the contour (F.S.L.) and area capacity curve of a. small reservoir 
(Dalulmna wewa). 
There is a great deal of variation in the morphometry of reservoirs. Many of the large ancient 
reservoirs were built close to the foothills and have undulating bottoms. Silting of varying degrees 
have occured however to alter the origina.l condition. At the present time no classification of 
reservoirs based on their morphometry is available. A very tentative classification has been (rawn 
up as follows : 
I. 
2. 
Shallow; silted heavily ; with even depth of water. 
(e.g. Giants tank, Fig. 6A) 
Shallow ; with gently sloping bottom. 
(e.g. Tabbowa tank, Fig. 6B) 
3. Shallow; with undulating bottom conntours. 
(e.g. Parakrama Sa.mudra, Fig. 6o) 
4. Deep; encompassing one valley. 
(e.g. Nalancla reservoir, Fig. 6D) 
5. Deep; encompassing many va.lleys. 
(e.g. Senanayake SamnclTa, Fig. 6E) 
Giants tank has a depth of only IO-I2 ft. It has hardly any linmetic zone. Tabbowa tanJ1 
has a gently sloping bottom with modemte silting and a maximum depth of about 25 ft. There is n 
gradation in the degree of silting and it is difncult to draw a line between ca.tegory I and 2. However 
in general tanks belonging to category I are on relatively fiat land as compared to those in category 2. 
Parakrama Samudra stands somewhat intermediate in category 3, but has a noticeably undulatino· 
bottom. It is not deep for the most part although a maximum depth of 37ft. is shown on the contour; 
Many large tanks in the lmv country have bottom contours similar to tha.t of Para.krama Samudra 
in general. 
N alanda reservoir consists essentially of one valley. The margins slope steeply and there is 
only a. very smalllit.tora.l zone. The slope is somewhat gentler in parts. Many reservoii's built recently 
fall into this category. Senanayake Samudra encompasses a number of small valleys. Therefore its 
bottom contours are more complicated. Categories 4 and 5 are invariably deep. Depending on the 
situation and height of the dam, the littoral zone may be Yery small or considerable. The. latter is 
clue to the intervening flat land close to the lake level at F.S.L. 
The freshwater f:::mna is perhaps better known than in many Asian countries but the gaps in 
our knowledge are very considerable. Menclis ~:mel Fernando (I962) and Ferna.ndo (I963, I964 and 
I969) cover the systematics of the freshwater fauna. Freshwater algae have been dealt with by 
~Nest and \i\Test (I902), Fritsch (I907), Lemmerman (I907), Crow (I923a, I923b) and Holsinger (I955.) 
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~orne qua.ntitative da.ta on plankton and bottom fauna is available in Holsinger (1955b) and 
Mendis (1964, 1965). Seasonal fluctuations in plankton organisms have been studied by Apstein 
(1907, 1910). The only quantitative da.ta on the bottom fauna of lakes are those of Mendis (1964, 
1965). Holsinger (1955b) on the basis of phytoplankton counts found that Gregory's lake at Nuwara 
Eliya was intermediate in productivity as compared to the higher Beim Lake and the lower Nuwara 
wewa. This is of some interest because plankton feeders are not numerous in the up-country lakes. 
For that matter the fish famm in these lakes is poor. Fernando and Ellepola (1969) give some data on 
the plankton and littoral fauna of two small tanks in the Polonnarmva area. Except for vvater 
chemistry where some broad generalizations can be made the da.ta on plankton and bottom fauna of 
tanks in Ceylon is very meagre indeed. Limnological studies can be considered to be in their 
infancy in Ceylon. 
FISH FAUNA 
Fifty nine species of fish are found in fresh waters of Ceylon (Table 1 ). Five of these have been 
introduced into the count.ry. At lea.st seven other species have been introduced but have failed to 
establish themselves. Fernando (1965a.) has discussed these introductions. Half the fish species 
are cyprinids. Most of these carps and carplets are herbivorous. The Cyprinida.e include sma.ll very 
abundant species like Punt£us vitta,tus, Rasbom daniconius a.nd Dan1:o aequipinnatu.s. These species 
serve no doubt as important forage for carnivorous fishes. Many of the carplets and medium sized 
carps are not very abunda.nt as compared to the three species mentioned. Some of them however 
may be locally abundant. Of the la.1·ger carps Labeo dussumeri (Fig. 7), Punti'us dorsalis and Puntius 
samna are important food fishes but only Labeo dussumieri ca.n be considered to be of major economic 
importance. This species is abundant and has an acceptable flavour. The common carp Oyprinus 
carpio has recently established itself in the Southern Province. However, together with the crucian 
carp it is a sport fish in up-country tanks. All the catfishes have an acceptable flavour but only 
Wctllago attu, Ompok bi:maculcdus, Heteropneu.stes fossilis and A1acrones vittcttu.s a.re a,bundant. Of the 
snakeheads only Ophiocephctlus st'l'iatu.s can be considered of economic value. The others are f'mall 
or rare. The Cichlidae although few in species number constitute today the most important group 
of food fishes. Etmplus sumtensis, a species indigenous to Ceylon, was introduced into tanks from 
its native haunts which were estuaries and coastal ponds. Today it is of considerable importance as 
a food fish, 20 years after this introduction. Tilap£a mosswnb£ca (Fig. 8) constitutes from 50-90% 
of the catch by weight from large tanks. It is certainly the -most important food fish. Of the 
anabantids Osphronemus gom.my is of some importa.nce as a food fish. Anabrts te8tudineus a.lthough a 
coarse fish is eaten in some areas where other fish are not available or are expensive. Glossogobiu.s 
giu.ris is a fa.voured fish but is by no means as abundant as the other large carnivores. JV!aet"ognathus 
aculeat~ts is abundant in some areas and is of some economic importance. 
It has been the view of a number of fishery biologists that the Ceylonese freshwater fish fauna 
is poor in herbivorous species which are of economic importance. Ferna.ndo (1965ct) discussed these 
views and showed that they 1vere not entirely wa.rranted. Fernando (1965a) showed tha.t the paucity 
of" Lake" species was rea.l and this was clue to the absence of natural ]a.kes. Fish recruits for 
irrigation reservoirs did not fill the niches in these efficiently. 
Studies on the food habits of Ceylonese freshwater fishes by Fernando (1956, 1965b), Costa 
and Ferna.ndo (1967) and Giesler (1967) in Ceylon and by Indian workers has been used to compile 
the data for Table I. Strict carnivores are few as is to be expected. Strict herbivores include small 
forage fishes and some large carps. Many species however have a. va.ried diet including insects as a 
major component. Heteropne1tstes fossilis and Mystus vittatus have been shown to feed on molluscs 
(Fernando, l965b). Etmplu.s sundensis was also found to feed extensively on one species of mollusc, 
Bellamya ceylonica (Dohrn) in Parakrama Samudra during the period when the fish comes into shallow 
water to lay its eggs. A number of siluroids and cichlids have been reported to feed on molluscs in 
Africa (De Bont and De Bont 1952, McMahon 1960). Perhaps the mollusc eating habit is more 
widespread among indigenous Ceylonese species of freshwater fish tha.n has hitherto been suspected. 
Carnivorous species seem to be a.bundant in low-country tanks but there appears to be a paucity of 
species feeding on plankton and soft macrophytes. It is also likely that bottom feeders and 
insectivorous species could profitably be added to the present complement of freshwater fish species 
in the large tanks. 
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TABLE 1 
Freshwater Fihes of Ceylon - Maximum Sizes and Food Habits 
0 Omnivore c Carnivore 
Species Maximum Length 
ems. 
Chela laubuca 5•75 
Rasbora vaterifloris 3·75 
Rasbora daniconius 10•0 
Amblypharyngodon melittinus 7•5 
IIoradandiya atukorali 2·5 
Esomus danrica 6·25 
Da.nio aequipinnatus 7•5 
Cyprinus carpio 60 
Carassius carassius 45 
Torkhudree 75 
Puntius melanampyx 2•.25 
Puntius dorsalis 23•5 
Puntius filamentosus 11·75 
Puntius chola 8·75 
Puntius amphibius 7•5 
Puntius bimaculatus 5·75 
Puntius nigrofasciatus 5•75 
Puntius pleurotaenia 15•0 
Puntius sarana 30 
Pun tins vittatus 5•0 
Puntius titteya 4•75 
Puntius cumingi 5·0 
Puntius ticto 5·0 
Labeo dussumieri 35 
Lab eo porcellus 37 
Labeo fisheri 37 
Garra cevlonensis 15 
Lepidocephalus thermalis 5•0 
N oemacheilus notostigma 6•25 
N oemacheilus botia 3·25 
W allago attu 150 
Ompok bimaculatus 38 
Clarias teysmanni 30 
Heteropneustes fossilis 25 
Macrones gulio 25 
Macrones keletius 12•5 
Macrones vittatus 10•0 
Anguilla bicolor 60 
Anguilla nebulosa 100 
Pancha.x melastigma 3·75 
Panchax lineatus 5•75 
Panchax panchax 3•75 
Channa orientalis 10·0 
Ophiucephalus marulius 80 
Ophiocepha.lus striatus 68 
Ophiocephalus punctatus 20 
Ophiocephalus gachua 15 
Tilapia mossambica 38 
Etroplus suratensis 30 
Etroplus maculatus 7·5 
Anabas testudineus 15 
Trichogaster pectoralis 25 
Belontia signata u· s 
Osphronemus goramy 30 
Macropodus cupanus 4; 75 
Malpulutta kretseri 4•15 
Glossogobius giuris 35 
Macrognathus aculeatus 25 
Ma.stacembelus armatus 62 
Food 
Habits 
H 
0 
0 
H 
H 
H 
H 
0 
0 
0 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
0 
H 
0 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
II 
c 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 } 
c 
c 
c 
0 
c 
H 
0 
0 
0 
H 
0 
H 
0 
0 
c 
c 
c 
II lferbivore 
Remarks 
Aquarium fish 
Very abundant 
Aquarium fish; Abundant 
Introduced 
do. 
Game fish 
Food fish 
Aquarium fish 
do. 
Food fish 
Very abundant 
Aquarium fish 
do. 
do. 
Important food fish 
Food fish 
Rare 
Torrent stream dweller 
Bottom feeder 
do. 
do. 
Food fish 
do. 
do. 
Food fish; Feeds on Molluscs 
Food fish 
Surface feeders 
Feed on mosquito 
Larvae 
Food .fish 
do. 
Introduced 
Food fish; Feeds on Molluscs 
Ornamental fish 
Introduced 
Introduced 
Ornamental 
Rare; Aquarium fish 
Food fish 
do. 
Naming and maximum size of :fishes according to Mumo ( 1955). Subspecific names have been omitted. 
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Fig.--7. Labeo:dussumiel'i .""~ 
Fig. 8.-Tilapia mossambica. The male (upper) recognisable by its darker C9l9W.' <:tnd. nwre pointed anterim• 
end. 
l~ERNANDO AND INDitASENA 
THE ROLE OF INTRODUCED SPECIES 
Femando (1965a) gave a. short a.ccount of fish introductions and discussed their importance 
in inland fisheries. It is clear that TilaJJia mossambica is the most important commercial food fish 
forming as much as 90% of the catch by weight in some of the low count.ry tanks. Its importance 
seems less in the Gal Oya valley but this ma.y be due to inefficient fishing for this species. 
A study of the status of Tilapia mossambica was undertaken to answer some questions that 
had arisen in regard to this species. The stunting ofT. mo.s.Qambica reported in many parts of S. E. 
Asia in small lakes and ponds seems to be less marked in some of the lakes with flourishing fisheries 
for this species. However stunting was common in other habitats, e.g., lagoons, some tanks and in 
ponds. It has been claimed from time to time that Tilapia mossambica was affecting "adversely" 
local species by predation or competition. However the fish is not carnivorous (Fernando l965a 
and unpublished data). 
The ubiquity of Tilapia rnossambica enables it to be studied in a. wide variety of habitats. 
8 such habitats were chosen for a comparison of the coefficient of condition (K) and mean length 
and weight of fish caught in gill nets with 3"-5" mesh. There is perhaps a slight bias towards larger 
fish where they are proportionately more numerous, since the smaller mesh sizes are not used. However 
the results of this study are indicative of a wide size range of the fish (Table 2). The coefficient of 
condition is also very variable. It is not necessarily correlated with the size attained by the fish 
in a particular habitat. The lowest value of K was found in Batticaloa lagoon which is by no means 
as productive of fish as shallow lakes. In fish ponds without artificial feeding and where overcrowding 
was most marked and K very low, the production per acre was very high. Beira Lake a highly polluted 
habitat where K is high, had a very high production of Tilapia mossambica (Mendis 1964). 
Name of Habitat 
eira lake Colombo B 
B 
F 
K 
atticaloa lagoon 
ish ponds 
arnpala villu 
T abhowa tank 
p a.rakrama Samudra 
M 
K 
inneriya tank 
andala.ma tank 
K= 
TABLE 2 
The Status of Tila.pia rnossambica. in some Habitats In Ceylon 
All Samples taken in 1964-65. Fish Production Values for 1963 
HABITAT FISH 
Coeffi-
Max. Area Mean Mean cient 
Depth (acres) Description length weight of 
Ft. ems. gms. condition 
(K) 
20 150 Brackish, highly fert.ilized 15·9 93 2·25 
15 29,500 Brackish 20·41 144 1·70 
4 0.25 Freshwater 17·6 90 1·79 
30 1,500 Freshwater marsh con- 26·8 443 2·10 
nected to river 
30 1,140 Freshwater Lake (shallow) 24·8 338 1·95 
40 5,590 Freshwater Lake 28·4 443 1·88 
(34·2 
in 1957) 
60 6,300 Freshwater Lake (deep) 29·4 598 2·00 
70 2,430 Freshwater Lake (deep) 31·40 651 2·02 
-
w wt. in gms. L length in mm. 
Fish catch 
lb.facrefannum 
2,000 
no data, low 
1,600 
75 
no data, 
probably 
about 100 
160 
105 
no data, pro-
bably about 100 
A fa,ctor which could cause stunting and a low K would be overcrowding due to excessive 
breeding. Three lakes were chosen to check this namely Parakrama Samudra, Minneriya tank and 
Tabbowa tank. Tilapia mossambica makes prominent nests (Fig. 9) which can be located very 
easily. During the dry season the areas occupied by freshly made nests were plotted on maps of the 
lakes (Fig. 10). It is quite evident that in Minneriya the nests or breeding sites a.re restricted while in 
Tabbowa tank and Pa.ra.krama Samudra they are more extensive in proportion to the total area, 
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Fig. S.-Nests of Tilapia, mo;ssambica in the ::;hallow margin of Parakrama Samuclra. 
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The slightly higher K value for Tabbowa tank fish is difficult to explain since the mean size and weight 
of fish from this tank is lmver than in Parakrama Sa.mudra. However exploitation of the fish stocks 
is very intense in Parakrama Samudra. But, on the other hand, it is a deeper tank than Tabbowa. 
It is likely that the deeper water with consequent spacing allo1vs for better growth under normal 
conditions, but the K is lower due to some unknown factors. The sma.ll size of the fish from shallow 
water's like Batticaloa la.goon, Tab bowa. ta.nk and Be ira La.ke and the larger size of fish in deeper tanks 
like Minneriya., Kandala.ma and Parakra.ma Samudra is at lea.st partly due to the restriction of breeding 
sites in the latter. Mendis (1964) found that the mean size of 'P. mossctmbicct had increased from 
18.3 ems in 1957 to 20·5 ems in 1963 in Beiralake. Calculation of K gives the values 2·10 and 1·99 
respectively. This is interesting since the K va.lue' in 1964 from the present study is higher but the 
mean size is lower than the va.lue for 1963. A steep gradient in the bottom does not allow Tilapia 
mossambica to build stable nests. An even or gently sloping mud-sand bottom is most suitable 
for nest building. Soft mud resulting from silting is not suitable either. Beauchamp (1958), Lowe-
McConnell (1959) and Welcome (1966) found tha.t the availability of suitable breeding sites may 
restrict the numbers of Tilapict spp. 
It is evident from this etudy that Tilapia mossambica in Ceylon's " na.tural " waters shows a 
wide range of sizes and coefficient of condition (K). Further studies should elucidate the causes of 
these differences. 
Canagaratnam (1968) found that Tilapia mossamuica grows faster in salt water than in 
freshwater. However under natural conditions the fish is usually of smaller size in saline ha.bitats 
because of the abundant breeding areas. 
Of the other introduced species Osph1'onemus gommy is of some importance. The common 
carp Oyprinu8 carpio which has recently established itself in the tanks of the Southern Province has 
been considered undesirable as it damages breeding sites of Tilapia sp. (Pruginin 1967). But Maar 
(1960) considers it suitable for introduction into natural waters or for culture. 
INTRODUCTION OF ADDITIONAL SPECIES 
Two extreme views on the introduction of " foreign " species of fish can be taken namely total 
prohibition and indiscriminate introductions. Fermmdo (1956a) discussed views current before the 
introduction of Tilapict mos8wnbica, a species which subsequently enhanced the fishery immensely. 
Ferna.ndo (1965a) pointed out the reasons for the success of Tilapict mossambica a.nd the low producti-
vity of our natural waters in indigenous species. In the same paper he pointed out that introductions 
had been somewhat haphazard. With the da.ta we ha.ve on Tilapict mossambica which is discussed 
in the present paper and experience in other countries where fish introductions have been carried out 
it is, in our opinion, poesible to obta.in a relatively balanced species group capable of a. high production 
of economic sized fishes. Fast growing species with a high fecundity are abundant in the genus 
'Jlilapia (Lowe 1955a, 1955b). This genus also offers a range of species as regards tolerance to the low 
temperatures prevailing in our up-country reservoirs (Chimits 1955, 1957). The two norms which 
should be aimed at are a balance of plankton, bottom feeding and higher plant feeding forms and a 
sufficient predator pressure to crop excess fish. Predator species are abundant in the low-country 
but may be needed in up-country reservoirs. Lowe-McConnell (1969) points out that high predator 
pressure may help more prey species to co-exist. Plankton and higher plant feeding indigenouf' 
species are not sufficient to crop efficiently these food items produced in artificial lakes. There are 
niches to be filled and the fish chosen should be selected for desirable qualit.ies. The insect feeding 
fish fauna is prominent in our freshwaters (Ferna.ndo 1956, 1965b, Costa and Fernando 1967). Perhaps 
omnivorous species should also be introduced into both rivers and lakes. In 1969 Tilapia zilli 
Gervais T. melanopleum Dum. and T. hornontm Trewavas were imported for stocking loca.l waters. 
Some specific introductions are discussed in subsequent sections of the present paper but 
continuing research both on indigenous species a.nd introduced species in regard to their biology 
should be a top priority for the freshwa.ter division of the Fisheries Research Station. 
PARASITES AND PREDATORS 
The first paper dealing with freshwater fish parasites of Ceylon was that of Kulasiri and 
Fernando (1956). Subsequent papers are Crusz and Sathana.nthan (1960), Yeh (1960), Fernando and 
Furtado (1963a, 1963b), Ingle and Fernando (1963), Gussev (1963), Crusz, Ratnayake and Satha-
nathan (1964), Fernando (1965b) and Costa and Wijekoon (1966). A list of fish parasites recorded 
from Ceylon and the likely genera to be found are given in Fernando ( 1964). 
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Our present knowledge of the pa.rasites of freshwater fishes of Ceylon is meagre although some 
ground has been covered by -vvork published since 1956. No published data is available on the Myxos-
poriclea and Microsporidia-important protozoan parasites. One record of a digenetic trematode is 
available from freshwater fishes. vVe have no data a,t aU on the incidence and intensity of infestation. 
Seasonal cycles of infestation have not been studied. However a number of findings have some rele-
vance to fisheries. Fernando and Furtado (1963ct) reported the possible introduction of the cestode 
Bothriocephahts gowlconensis Yeh with Chinese carp imported for stocking. This parasite 1vas found 
in an indigenous carp and wEts known previously from Canton. Professor 0. N. Bauer (personal 
communication) says that this parasite was introduced with Chinese carp into the Ukraine. Fernando 
(l965b) attributed mortality of Glossogobius giwr11s to heavy infestation with larvae of the nematode 
Hecl'I'1C/'1;s sp. Fernando (Loc. cit.) also noted heavy infestation of other carnivorous species with 
larvaJ nematodes of Hedntil''is sp. and EustronrJYl?;des sp. Increased morta.lity of carnivorous species 
could adversely ;;dfect the predator pressure so important in " controlling " the population of Tnctpict 
m.ossambim. One of us (0. H. F.) in an examination of over 200 specimens of Tilapia, ·mosswnb1;ca 
fo-nndno metazoan parasites. Ot.hor wm·kers have reported similar results with Tilctpia spp. where 
few or no parasites were recorded in their "natnra,l habitats" (Schuster 1952a, 1952b ; \iVorthington 
1932). Chimits (1957) comments on this finding and a contrary view based on records by Du Plessis 
(1954). Chimits (Loc. cit.) states that in the latter case the Tilapias were living at the uttermost 
limits of their natural range. Parasites h<cve however been reported from a number of T·ilarpia spp. 
including T. 11W8Sctimb1'cet.. Ba,ker (1958) recorded protozoans including Myxosporidia. Fryer (1960) 
found Lernaea, on Tnapia, spp. Paperna (1963, 1964) reported many monogeneans from T·ilapic& spp. 
an.d found the interesting phenomenon of intestinal Monogenen in 'Pilap·ia spp. One of us (C. H. F.) 
has found an unidentified :M:onogenea in the st!mmcch of Etmplus sum.tensis. Awachie (1965) and 
Ukoli (1965) recorded many species of helminth parasites from Tilap1:a. spp. in \!Vest Africa. A factor 
that must be taken into account in the case of Tilap£a mossa.mbica in Ceylon is that since a small 
number of specimens wm·e imported the chances of infested fish being among them was small. 
Ho~wever it is surprising that the many non-specific parasites do not seem to occur in or on Tilapia 
mosswmbicct in Ceylon. Ky (1969) found only a few protozoan parasites but no adult metazoan 
parasites in Tilapia mossa.mbiw in Vietnam. 
Fernando (1965b) dealt with the predators of freshwater fishes in Ceylon. There is little to 
add to this account at the present time. The possible introduction of prNlatory fish species is 
discussed elsewhere in the present paper. 
FISHERIES 
Freshwater fisheries in Ceylon can be classified in various ways. For the present study we 
hvJve drawn up the following categories:-
(a) Large tanks in the low and mid-country. 
(b) Small tanks. 
(c) Up-country reservoirs and lakes. 
(d) Low and mid-country reservoirs. 
(e) Rhrers and streams. 
(f) Villus. 
(g) Paddy fields. 
(h) Fish culture in ponds. 
(i) Trout and other sport fishing. 
()) Miscellaneous fisheries. 
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(A) Large Tanks In The Low And Mid-Country 
This fishery is concentrated in the North Central, Northern, North Western, Eastern and 
Southern provinces. The tanks which fall into this category are mostly ancient irrigation reservoirs. 
A few recently constructed tanks e.g., Huruluwe·wa, Nachchadnwa and Mahakanadarawa fall into this. 
category. The major fisheries of this type are sho1vn in Fig. l. 
Intermittent fishing with gill net has been carried out in large tanks for about 20-25 years. 
The authors noted as early as 1952 a beach seine being used in Nuvvara Wewa.. Subsistence fishing 
using rod a.nd line, traps, cast nets, small seines and with lights at night da.tes back to a. period where 
no records exist. During severe droughts parts of large tanks became muddy pools choked with 
fish. The local inhabitants often took the opportunity of collecting fish at such times. 
With the introduction of Tilapia mossarnbica in 1951, fisheries in large tanks became established 
on a firmer footing. Migrant fishermen from the sea coast started spending a fe·w weeks to a few 
months each year fishing the rapicliy expanding stocks of Tilapia. mossambica-. Some of the indi-
genous species like La,beo dussu1m:eri, Et'l'opl~ts sumtensis and W a-llago a.tt~t were also exploited to a 
greater and greater extent concomitantly. Some fishermen became permanent settlers near these 
tanks. These sites are shown in Fig. l. All these localities have been visited by the authors. It is 
likely, however, that such fishing sites are more numerous. 
Parakrama Samudra can be taken as a representative of large, relatively shallow, low country 
tank. It is the only tank where statistics of fish catches are available for any length of time (1949-
1966). Catches for this period are shown in Fig. 14. From fragmentary data of fish catches 
in other large tanks it appears that Parakrama Samndra has the highest fish productionfacrefannum. 
'This figure is of the order of 160 lbs. The abundant aquatic bird population (Table 3) is a.lso an 
indication of the high fish production. 
TABLE 3 
List of birds observed feeding in the watel' in Parakrama Samudra between 13-25th January, 1965 
Podiceps ;"uflcollis capensis Salvadori 
Pelican7ts ·rosetts Gn1elin 
P!wlacrocorax ]'uscicollis Stephens 
Pha.lctcrocorctx ca·rbo shwnsis (Blum) 
PhalacrocOI'ctX niger (Vieillot) 
Anhingct melanogaster Pennant 
A·l'(lea cinm·ect 1'ecti1'ostris Gould 
Ardeolct gra.yii (Sykes) 
A1'Cleolct ibis co;·orJwndct (Boddaert) 
Eg;·etlct alba. modest a. (Gray) 
Egretta inte;·media intermecUa (\V agler) 
Egretta ga.rzetta ga.rzetta (L.) 
Nyct·icor(({l; n. nyct·icorax (L.) 
.llJisletlcocephalnsle·ucoceplwlwis (Pe1mant) 
Dissou.raepiscopns ep-iscopHs (Boddaert) 
Dencl;·ocygna ja.vnn·ica (Horsfall) 
Halie8tWI' indus ·inclu8 (Bo<lclaert) 
Hal?:aetusleucoga.ster (Gmelin) 
Icllthyopllaga ·ichthyaetu.s pZ.wmbiceps Baker 
Amanrornis phoen·icurxs phoenicurus (Pennant) 
Lobiownelltt.s t:ndimtslanlcae Koelz 
Plu.via.lis dominica}ttlva (Gmelin) 
Tringct stagnal;:s (Bechst.ein) 
Tringa nebulaor·ia (Gunnerus) 
T·ringa glereola L. 
Tringa, ochropus L. 
Actitis hypolettcos (L). 
Hi·mwntopusl,inwntopus ceyfonensis vVhistler 
Bnrhintts oedicnem.us incUClts (Salvadori) 
Sterna. albijrons s·inica. (Gmelin) 
Alcedo atthris tap rob ana Kleinschmidt 
Pelargopsis wpedsis gm•ia.l (Pearson) 
Commercial fishing in Parakeama Samudra is carried on throughout the year with gill nets 
(Fig. 11). Beach seines are used for six months at most. Fernando (1967) has given a detailed 
a.ccount of the latter fishery. In addition there is a cast net fishery specifically for H etempneustes 
fossilis. Thirty boats were used of which 18 were rafts (Fig. 12) and the rest outrigger canoes. In 
1964, about 50 active fishermen were resident in Paraluama Samudra. The distribution of 
fishermen's huts is shown in Fig. 13. Gill netting was done mainly at night and the catch pP1' 
fishermn.n per fishing day was about 75 lbs. 
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Fig, 11.-A gill net. set in a t::wk. 
Fig. 12.-Sorting gill net catches. Note the type of boat.usecl-Rafts (Teppmn). 
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In addition to total fish catches from Parakmma Samuclra for the period 1949-1966, data is 
available on the species composition of the catches. Some of this latter data is available in the 
Administration Reports of the Director of Fisheries and also in Fernando (1965b). The fish catches 
from Parakrama Samuclra for the years 1949-1966 are shown in Fig. 14. Prior to the introduction of 
Tilapia mossambica in 1952 fish catches ·were very low. Tilctpict mossctmb·iw started entering the 
fishery in 1954. Unfortunately no da.ta is available for fish catches during this year. In 1955 con-
siderable numbers of Tilapia mosswnbica were being caught according to reports by the Fisheries 
Officers stationed at Polonnannva. but no separate statistics were kept of this species. In 1956 the 
percentage of Tilapia mossambiw by weight vvas 21.9 of the total catch. The percentage increased 
rapidly reaching 90% in 1958. This figure has remained unchanged substantially although the 
percentage of Tilapia mossambica has shown decreases in 1960 and again begilming in 1964. The total 
fish catch has gone up tremendously since 1949. In 1963 it hit 1millionlbs. and has remained around 
that figure until 1966. Besides Tilctpia nwssctmbiw a number of other species are caught in some 
numbers. They are Labeo dussumieri, Etropl1ts s·wratensis, Wallago cttt1.~, Ompolc bimaculatus, Punti1ts 
samna and P. dorsalis. Also small quantities of Osphronermts gomm.y and Heteropneustes fossilis 
are caught. It is evident t.hat the fishery in Parakrama Samnclra is maintained by Tilctpia mossambica. 
The indigenous species are exploited only because of the high catches of T-ilctpict mossctmbica. It is 
a.Iso evident that the catches of indigenous species have not fallen. From data on species composition 
of catches it is clear that the large indigenous species are not being progressively reduced in quantity 
in the catches. Indrasena (1965a) and Fernando (1967) pointed out that the beach seine fishery in 
Parakrama Samudra diversifies the fish catch. Fernando (1967) also mentioned the possibility ofusil1g 
small meshed beach seines for catching small coarse fish. In all, 25 species of indigenous fishes were 
recorded by the authors in 1964. Their numbers did not seem to have diminished from pre-Tilapia 
days. 
:Menclis (1965) used the fish catches from Parakrama Samuclra as a baseline to calculate fish 
production in other tanks. He used a figure of 100 lbs.facrefannum for this purpose. The figure in 
1964 was closer to 150 lbs.facrefa.mmm. It is likely that further h10reases in the fish production of 
Para.krama Samudra are possible. Perhaps the introduction of complementary species of Tilctpict 
will accomplish this. Also if uses are found for small coarse fish a considerable quantity of this 
category is available for exploitation. 
Some data is available of fish catches fi.·om other large tanks in the low country. The species 
composition of the fish catches from these is essentially the same as for Paralmuna Samuclm: Although 
no reliable statistics are available of tota.l fish catches it appea,rs that where exploitation is heavy 
fish catches of 100-200 lbs. jacre fannum can be obtained from these large tanks. 
(B) Small Tanks Fig. (15) 
Fisheries in small tanks consist usually of subsistance fishing. However in recent years 
more intensive fisheries have been noted in a few small tanks. Fernando and Ellepola (1969) give 
two such instances. In a small tank near Wira1vila one of us (C. H. F.) noted in 1968 a fishery using 
gill nets. The catch in this case consisted almost entirely of Tilap£a 11WSSCI/Jnb£cct. Perhaps similar 
fisheries exist in many other small tanks. 
During the dry season many small tanks dry up. This provides the local population with the 
opportunity of collecting fish without a.ny specialized fishing appamtus. This type of mud fishing 
(Hora 1932) is very prevalent. 
It is possible to use small tanks as fish ponds with annual stocking of desirable species. Tilapia, 
1/WSSCL?nbicet, Et1·opltts s1tmtensis, Labeo dus.ntmier·i, and macrophytic plant feeding Tilctpia, spp. might 
well be used for this purpose. A preliminary study by :Fernando and Ellepola (1969) showed the 
feasibility of such a fishery. 
On a very conservative estimate there is at the present time about 50,000 acres of small tanks 
(each less than 100 acres in area). The figures of fish production giyen by Fernando and Ellepola 
(loc. cit.) for two tanks are 100 and 70 lbs.facrejannum. Using a very conservative estimate of 50 lbs.f 
acrefannum this is a total production of 2.5 million lbs.fannum. This fignre is, we must stress, a 
very low estimate. Stocking with fast growing species cot1ld easily double this figure. Also the use 
of Tilapia hybrids giving monosex progeny (Hickling 1960, Pruginin 1967) may prove useful for 
small tanks as the;v hav(7 done in pond culture, 
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Fig, 15.-A sma.ll t,a.nk near Habarana. 
Fig. 16.-Nalanda reservoir, showing the steep gradient of the margin. 
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(C) Up-Country Reservoirs And Lakes 
These a.re the least productive of fish at the present time. They include the hydro-electric 
reservoirs, Norton Bridge and Castlereagh and the deep lakes, Kande-ela and Moonplains and the 
shallower Gregory's lake. Only in Gregory's lake is there any fishery at all and in this case it is a 
sport fishery. Common carp and crucian carp are taken by rod and line in Gregory's lake. No data 
is available on the total catch. Little if at all in the way of fish is taken from any of the other up 
country lakes. 
Apstein (1910) and Holsinger (1955b) have studied the plankton of Gregory's lake, From the 
da.ta of the latter's study it appears that Gregory's lake has a. high phytoplankton productivity. 
It seems likely tha,t introduction of suitable species into up-country lakes will increase fish 
productivity. Species worth considering are Tilctpia sparmanni (Casteh1au) tmd Tilapia galilaea 
(Ardeti) both of which can withstand low temperatures. The former species has been used as a forage 
fish, (Hey 1953). Tilctp?:ct spctrmanni is phytophagous and omnivorous and T. galilaea feeds on 
phytoplankton (Chimits 1955, 1957). Chimits (1955, 1957) states that Tilctpia sparmanni can with-
stand temperatures as hw as 7°0 and T. gctlilaea 9°0. The absence of large predatory species might 
prove a disadva.ntage. Notopte1'us chitctla (Ham.) a native of North India might prove a suitable 
introduction. Alikunhi (1957) sta.tes that it grows to over 4ft. in length and is predatory and breeds 
in confined waters. 
(D) Low And Mid Country Reservoirs 
This category of lakes is somewhat varied in size but all of them are of recent construction. 
Many new reservoirs are planned (Fig. 2). They all have some features in common. They have a 
considerable portion of their area relatively deep and the margins have steep gradients (Fig. 16). 
TABLE 4 
Fish catches (lbs.) from SenanayakaSamudra 1961-64 
1961 % 1962 % 1963 % 1964 % 
Catch Catch Catch Catch 
Tilapia mossambica. 122,564 36.75 .. 128,614 .. 32.74 .. 62,036 .. 41.27 .. 111,440 50.84 
Labeo dussumieri 197,198 .. 59.13 . . 165,290 . . 42.08 . . 65,359 . . 43.48 . . 75,479 34.43 
Total catch 333,510 '. 392,783 .. 150,329 .. 219,214 
Some data is available for fish catches from the largest reservoir in Ceylon, Senanayake, 
Samudra (Fig. 17 & 18). These fish catches are summarised in Table 4. The catch seems to be divided 
into a major portion consisting of 75-95% of the weight and consisting of Tilapia mossambica and 
Labeo cluss~tmie1·i and a small portion 5-25% consisting of W allago att'lt, Etmplu,s suratensis, Puntius 
spp., Ophiocephctlns st1'iatus and Ompok bimac'ltlcttus. Unlike in the large low-country tanks Tilapia. 
mossambica constitutes only 50% by weight at most. Labeo clussumie1'i is equally important in the 
catch. The lmver percentage of Tilapict mossambica as compared to the large low-country tanks is 
interesting. However it has become the most important fish in the catch displacing Labeo d'ltssurm:er·i 
from this role (Ta.ble 4). The steep gradients of the margins unsuitable for Tilapia mossambica 
breeding sites may be one of the causes of this differences. According to Mendis (1965) using 100 lbs. 
per acre per annum for Parakrama Samudra as a baseline, Senanayake Samuclra should produce over 
one million lbs. of fish per annum. The actual production was of the order of a third of this figure. 
It is possible, in fact likely, that the fishing could be intensified considerably. One of the features 
of the fishery is that actual fishing is restricted to the shallower margin away from the bund (Fig. 17). 
The distances bet·ween the fishing sites and the fishermen's ha-bitations are great thus reducing the 
efficiency of fishing.· 
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Fig. 17.-Senanayake Samudra showing fishing sites and :fishermen's dwellings 
Fishing is done only in the st.ippled a.reaR. 
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Fig. 18.-A view of Senanayake Samuclra at low wa.ter level, 
Fig. 19.-Ba.ndiya. villu. 
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The authors feel that the fish stocks could be enhanced by the introduction of complementary 
species of Tilapia. A plankton feeding species like T. galilaea or T. mac1·ochir might prove suitable. 
If the fishable stocks are increased it might become economic to use motorised craft on large reservoirs 
(E) Rivers And Streams 
The sixteen major rivers have a vast number of streams criss crossing the river basins they 
drain. Some up-country streams provide suitable habitats for trout while many are torrential and 
now by a rapid gradient into the low-country. Many low-country streams provide breeding sites 
for fish during the flood season. Important food species like Lc£beo chssumieri move upstream from 
tanks to breed. Rivers and streams are therefore an important pe.rt of the complex of freshwater 
habitats and though they do not yield the same amount of fish per acre as shallow tanks they never-
theless fulfill an essential role in the life-histories of some fish species. They also bring into lakes 
la.rge quantities of nutrients and of course water. 
A number of valuable indigenous species inhabit rivers for longer or shorter periods of time and 
fisheries have been developed to catch these using various legal and illegal (dynamiting, poisoning) 
methods. During floods spawners moving upstream are caught in traps and nets. 
No records are available of the fish catches from rivers and streams. Nevertheless the ext.ent 
of their area offers an important source of fish. Sport fishing is of some importance in rivers. 
Important river and stream species are Labeo dussumier,i, Wallago attn, Osphronemus gommy, Tor 
khudree and large Pmdins spp. 
The mouthr:; of rivers have a valuable fish and crustacean fauna. Many marine and fresh-
water species intermingle to varying degrees. Prawns (Mcwrobrachiwn spp.) are of some importance 
in certain area.s like lVIadampe and Kalutara. Sited in many river mouths are fisheries for a variety 
of species both freshwater and marine. Again we have no data at present of the extent, the 
species composition or the size of the fish catches of these fisheries. 
(F) Villus 
The closest approach to natural lakes in Ceylon are the villus. They are of two kinds. Those 
connected permanently to a river (e.g., Karapala villu) and those formed as a result of the contraction 
of flooded areas (e.g., Bandiya villu, Fig. 19). Villus are common in the lower reaches of the lVIahaweli 
ganga, the Wilpattu and in the Yala areas. 
The villus in the lower reaches of the lVIahaweli ganga seem to be ideal nurseries for fishes. 
The giant gomamy, Osphronemus goramy which was accidentally introduced into the lVIahaweli ganga 
around 1909 appeared in numbers first in the villus (De Zylva 1960). Malpas (1937) suggested using 
the villus for rearing gouramy. 
It is unfortunate tha.t no study has been undertaken on the biology of this interesting habitat, 
the villu in its various forms. Conservationists and freshwater biologists should join in preserving 
this unique habitat. 
Data of fish catches from villus is meagre. Regular fishing has only been reported from villus 
in the Polonnaruwa area. Perhaps this is clue to the fact that in other areas the villus are remote 
and there are no fisheries personnel to report such fisheries. vVe have some data fr·om Karapala 
villu for the years 1961-1966 (Table 5). The a.mmal catch seems to have varied between 50-lOO,OOOlbs. 
TABLE 5 
Fish Catches (lbs.) from Karapala Villu 1960-66 
Catches are from October 1st to September 30th 
Yea.r 'l'ota.l ca.tch T. mossa.mbica. 
l96o-6l 107,200 4,560 
1961-62 106,475 no data. 
1962-63 86,500 no data 
1963-64 55,580 no data 
1964-65 65,680 41,523 
1965-66 64,650 41,900 
1966-67 55,550 3FJ,550 
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The percentage of Tilapia mossambica by weight was only about 3% in 1961 and the records for 1964 
have a value of about 75%, a figure repeated in 1965 and 1966. However, the total fish catch had 
fallen considerably from 1961-1966. v'iThether this is due to selective fishing for Tilapia mossamhica 
it is difficult to state. It is true however that only one group of fishermen were involved in the 
fishing and the range of gear used was not a.s varied as in the large tanks. The authors visited Kara-
pala villu on a number of occasions during the height of the fishing season. The species ca.ught were 
more diverse than that of large tank fisheries on a.ny one day. Labeo chtssumeiri, Wallago attu, 
Ornpok birnaculatus, Etroplus sumtensis, Ophiocephal1ts striat1ts, Osph'l'one·mus gomrny and Puntius 
spp. all figured regnlarily in the ca.tches although in much smaller numbers than Tilapia mossambicct 
(G) Paddy Fields 
During the floods paddy fields serve as vast a.reas of open water where many species of fish 
breed. They act as natural nurseries for most of the smaller species. However, the period during 
which sufficient water is available for fish is short and many of the species have high mortalities 
during the dry season. The survivors which are usually those which find their way into irrigation 
channels, strea.ms and large ponds often suffer further decimation before the next monsoon rains 
set in. 
Weerekoon (1957) gave a popular account of some invertebra.te animals in paddy fields in 
Ceylon. Considera.ble qua.ntities of small sized fish are caught in pa.ddy fields and irrigation ditches. 
Fernando (1956b) found 24 species of fish in paddy fields in the ·western lowlands. Notable absentees 
were the large species like Labeo d1tssurnieri, W allago att1t, Ornpok bimaculatus but 11 others including 
Labeo duss1trnieri a.nd Ompok bimcw1tlatus were found in irrigation ditches. The presence of 35 out of 
54 indigenous species in paddy fields and irrigation ditches shows tha.t this is perhaps the most 
favourable ha.bita.t for indigenous freshwater fishes. The abundant food and a refuge during the 
drought in irrigation ditches perhaps enables many species to reach considerable numbers in this 
habitat. 
Attempts were made to use paddy fields for fish culture (De Zylva 1953). 'P·richoga.ster· pecto-
ralis and later Tilapia nwsscMnbica were used. This project 1vas abandoned a few years later. 
(H) Fish Culture In Ponds 
De Zylva (1952) and Anon (1962) give detailed instructions regarding fish culture in ponds. 
A number of attempts to raise various species of fish in ponds have been made from time to time in 
the last fifteen yea.rs. At the fisheries stations some measure of success has been achieved in spa wing 
common carp, goura.my and Trichogaste1' pectoralis. These have been used mainly for stocking 
"natural' waters. i.e., tanks. The breeding of carp and gouramy have been dealt with by Indrasena 
and Ellepola (1964) Indrasena and de Silva (1964) and Ellepola and Fernando (1968). 
Fernando (1965ct) attributed the failure of pond culture to the lack of a practical tradition 
a.mong the indigenous people. The prospects for fish culture are not very promising, but with sus-
tained efforts it could become an important source of fish. 
The use of indig0nous carp fry captured in na.tural waters could form an important source of 
fast growing species for culture in ponds. This type of culture is widely practiced in India (AlikunJd 
1957). Fry of Labeo duss1t,mien: have been collected and successfully reared by the authors. 
(I) Trout And Other Sport Fishing 
The recreational aspect of fishing might be ~1onsidered as inherent in some of the rod and line 
fishing done especially by young people. l\1ost rod and line fishing is however more subsistance 
fishing rather than recreationa.l. True sport fishing is not widespread in Ceylon for a variety of 
reasons. The religious sentiments of many people prevent them from engaging in such a pastim~:~ 
and the search for outdoor activities of this kind is still restricted to only a few enthusiasts. 
Trout are introduced into up-country streams annually by the Fishing Club at Nuwara Eliya 
A tl'Out hatchery is maintained for this purpose. Common carp, crucian carp and trout fishing is 
controlled by licence. An account of t.rout culture is given by Fowke (1938). 
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A number of indigenous species are caught in sport fishing in various parts of the island. Tor-
khudree is perhaps the most sought after sport fish. Ophiocephalus striatus, Wallago attu, and La.beo 
d'U-SS'ltmieri are taken by sportsman besides the introduced Osphtonemus gommy. 
Sport fishing has considerable potential for development as a. tourist attraction and for recrea-
tional purposes of the local population. Sport fisheries are useful means of getting non-professionals 
interested in biology and fisheries. Many articles on sport fishing can be found in Loris, the journa.1 
of Ceylon wild life. 
( J) Miscellaneous Fisheries 
Ceylon is fortunate in ha.ving a large number of aqua.rium fishes among its indigenous fauna 
(Table 1). A number of these species are however rare and are found only in very restricted localities. 
Studies on their population and breeding habits should be undertaken with a view to exploitation 
and conservation. 
FISHING GEAR 
Pearson (1923) described the various kinds of fishing gear in use at that time. Since then 
new materials have been used in the construction of some of the gear he describes but basically the 
gear has not changed ·where freshwater fisheries are concerned. Some marine gear has been introduced 
to fish the large stocks of Tilctpict mossa,mbica,. The traditional gear used in fresh>vaters were traps, 
rod a.nd line, cast nets and small seines. 
Gill nets are the most widely used type of gear at the present time (Fig. ll). Stretched mesh 
sizes 3"-6" a.re used. The nets are set from the bottom, in midwater or at the surface. Mendis (1965) 
on the basis of fishing trials suggested 3"-4" mesh sizes during the day for Labeo and Puntius and 
5"-6" mesh at night for Tilapia mossambica. Most of the gill net fishing at present is done at night. 
Gill nets are subject to damage by crocodiles in many of the tanks. Also gill netted Tilapia mossam-
bica have their gills eaten by Hetempneustes fossilis and Anguilla in some localities according 
to Fernando and Fernando (1965). Gill netting is done from rafts (teppams) or outriggers (orus). 
The quality of boats used is not high. Very often boats unfit for use in the sea are transferred to 
freshwater fishing. 
Beach seines have been used in a number of large tanks on a regular basis. Fernando (1967) 
made a detailed study of this fishery in the Polonnaruwa area. Beach seines account for only a sma.ll 
portion of the catch but it diversifies the species composition. 
The authors have used long lines for fishing in Parakrama Samudra, Nalanda reservoir and 
Senanayake Samudra.. The species caught were Wallctgo att~b, Om,pok bimaculatu,s and Anguilla 
neb'ltlosa. As a commercial venture this method does not seem to have prospects. Trammel nets 
were also used on an experimental basis. The catches were similar in species composition and weight 
to that of gill nets. Fishermen are however unwilling to use them because of the novelty, cost and 
the difficulty of disentagling the fish caught. 
UTILIZATION 
Fernando (1965a) pointed out that though the fish production was low in the "pre Tilapict" 
period this small fish production provided much needed protein for the villager. In many areas 
subsistance fishing with cast nets, traps, rod and line etc. provided at least some fish for the villagers. 
There was also a prejudice against freshwater fish as compared to marine fish. One reason for this 
was perhaps the paucity of desirable species. Religious sentiments too played an important part 
in the aversion to eating freshwater fish, many of 1vhich remained alive at the time of selling to the 
householder. 
At the present time freshwater fish reaches a wider area and are eaten by a greater percentage 
of the people especially in towns far away from the site of the fishery. Tilapict mossambica is by far 
the largest contributor to the fish catch. This species has an agreeable flavour. It is sold fresh, 
iced, dried with salt or smoked. The price is low compared to marine fish of" equivalent" standards 
in size and taste. Since it is likely that the production of Tilapia spp. will be increased considerably 
in the near future, other methods of utilization should be considered. De Silva (1963) worked out a 
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process for canning Tilapia rnosswnbica in curry sauce. This and other methods of utilization, e.g., 
fish meal, sauces, etc., should be explored in Ceylon. Hess (1968, 1969) investigated in Uganda the 
canning of Haplochromis spp. which are sma.ller than Tilapia nwssctmbica. He found a tomato sauce 
base most acceptable. Howe-ver canning of freshwater fish on a commercial scale has not been done 
flO far. 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC PROBLEMS 
Fernando (1965a) and Indrasena (1965) have commented on some socio-economic problems. 
Commercial fishing in freshwaters is a recent phenomemon. Legislation may be necessary to prevent 
abuses but we feel that no hws are better than ill-conceived ones. On no account should legislation 
be introduced without consulting fishermen and Fisheries Officers. An effort should be made to 
help economically fishermen on similar terms as those employed in marine fisheries. These fishermen 
are contributing a vast quantity of protein to the country at very little cost in foreign exchange. 
A tank like Parakrama Samudra produces a catch by weight equivalant to half that of a large 
trawler's catch (Weerekoon 1965). vVe need hardly stress the difference in cost of the two operationes 
SUMMARY 
Based on our present knowledge a comprehensive account of the freshwater fisheries of Ceylon 
is given. The material for the present pa.per comes from data gathered by the authors over a period 
of fifteen years on the g0neral setup of the fisheries and specific research carried out on a. fe·w major 
aspects of the fisherie:3. All the previous published work is gathered together. 
The fish production from freshwaters has increased immensely since the introduction of Tilapia 
mos8ambica in 1951. The introduction of complementary species of Tilapia is suggested to enhance 
further the fish production. For up-country reservoirs a predator is suggested in addition because 
of the lack in the Ceylon fish fauna of a large lake dwelling predator tolera.nt to low temperatures. 
A study of the " status " of 'Pilapia mossambica has shown that it has a. wide size range and 
coefficient of condition in different habitats. Restriction of breeding sites and living space may 
a.ccount partly for these differences. 
Fish catches from different types of habitats show differences in fish production, species com-
position of catches and the relative proportions of the fish caught. In Parakrama Samudra the 
fishery is dominated by Tilapia mossambica which forms about 90% of the catch by weight. A 
similar situation exists in most if not all the large low-country tanks. In Senanayake Samudra 
the fishery is maintained by Tilapia mossambica and Labeo dissumieri and in Karapala villu Tilapia 
mossambica dominated the fish catch comprising about 75% by weight in 1966. The species caught 
are most diverse in Karapa.la villu and least so in Senanayake Samudra. Figures available on fish 
production show a catch of about 150 lbs.facrefannum for Parakrama Samudra. In comparison 
the catches for Senanayake Samudra a.nd Karapala villu are low. 
The extension of fresh\vater areas by construction of tanks for irrigation and reservoirs for 
hydro-electric power will increase considerably the fish production potential. Planned introductions 
of selected species could well increase the fish stocks considerably. A relatively unexploited source 
is the sma.ll tank of which there are many thousands in the country. A fry fish industry a.nd annual 
introduction of fingerlings for harvesting in a few months could utilize these ha.bitats for fish 
production. 
A review of the literature on the freshwater fauna and limnology shows clearly that our 
knowledge in these a.reas is meagre. We also know little regarding fish parasites and their dynamics. 
No fisheries development progra.mme could be successful in the long run if research on these vital 
subjects is neglected. 
The prospects for increasing the fish production from fresh·waters are good. The spectacular 
success of 'Pilapia mossambica may not be repeated but the fish production can most certainly be 
enhanced, the catch better u.tilized and the fishermen's lot improved. 
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ADDENDUM 
Since this paper was written we received from Professor 0. N. Bauer a list of references to the 
occurrence of the very pathogenic cestode Bothfiocephctlus gowkonensis which was recorded in Ceylon 
by Fernando and Fernando (1963). Since this species will certainly be of considerable importance 
to the freslnvater fisheries of Ceylon a.nd the references are not cited in English journals we have 
included the references mentioned below. Bothriocephalus gowkonensis has spread into the U.S.S.R. 
and Rumania. Although unrecorded in many parts of Asia and Europe it has probably inva~ed bot!1 
cultured and wild cyprinid fishes. The senior author certainly sa-vv this species in Malaysia. and 1t 
is likely to spread into Africa and North America with imported fish. It is reJa,tively non-specifio 
and seems to be restricted to the Cyprinidae. 
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